AbstrAct
Oskar Kolberg never visited Lusatia, and did not come in direct contact with the Sorbs. Still, hoping to carry out his original project of a collection of melodies from all Slavic nations, Kolberg could not ignore Lusatian songs and dances. The volume Materiały do etnografii słowian Zachodnich i Południowych, Part 1: Łużyce is made up of three sections. The first one contains Kolberg's translations to the Polish language and excerpts from Jan Arnošt Smoler's monumental work Volkslieder der sorben in der Ober-und Niederlausitz / Pěsnički hornich a delnich Łužiskich serbow. The second part includes Sorbian materials from the collection of Andrzej Kucharski, who in the years 1826-1827 studied the history, literature and language of Lusatians. The third part contains Kolberg's own rather scarce lexical and bibliographical notes. The aim of this article is to take note of a not-sowell-known volume of Kolberg's folk-musical collection and to discuss the meaning of this publication nowadays.
Keywords: Oskar Kolberg, Jan Arnošt Smoler, Andrzej Kucharski, Sorbs, Sorbian Music and Traditions, Lusatia Oskar Kolberg not only collected the traditional music of the Polish ethnic area, but also studied the cultures of other Slavic peoples. At the very beginning of his research work (in the 1830s) he planned to bring together materials from all around the Slavic world, but he did not have sufficient means to undertake field studies in such a vast territory. This forced him to alter his initial plans and eventually specialise in the Polish linguistic area. His collections devoted to the West Slavs (Czechs, Slovaks and Lusatians -also known as Sorbs), South Slavs (Slovenians, Croatians) and East Slavs (BelarusPolesie, Volhynia, Red Ruthenia, Podolia -except for Pokuttia) and Lithuanians were published after Kolberg's death 1 , which may suggest that he did not treat this work as a priority.
Where did the materials on these regions, collected by Kolberg, come from? Apart from the Polish language area, Kolberg was most frequently active in the Eastern Slavic regions, which was facilitated by the possibility to use the hospitality of his friends -local landed gentry families 2 . In the case of the Czech Republic, he used, above Kolberg, (1985) . Materiały do etnografii Słowian zachodnich i południowych. Łużyce, p. V.
8 The same author also worked on the translation of the Bible into the Lusatian language.
9 Das Kralsche Geigenspielbuch. Kralowy huslerski spěwnik (1983) . Budyšin/Bautzen: LND.
10 Tomasz Nawka (former director of the Sorbian Museum in Bautzen), from unpublished presentation at the conference on the occasion of the 200 th birth anniversary of Oskar Kolberg, Poznań, 23.05.2014. work Volkslieder der sorben in der Ober-und Niederlausitz / Pěsnički hornich a delnich Łužiskich serbow, encouraging a numerous group of researchers to take up the study of Sorbian culture in the fields of ethnography and ethnomusicology. In the second half of the 19 th century the songs and instrumental music of Lusatia were studied, among others, by Arnošt Muka (1854-1932) and two Czech researchers -Ludvik Kuba (1856 Kuba ( -1954 and Adolf Černý (1864-1952) . The results of these studies were published, among others, in the journal "Časopis Maćicy Serbskeje" ["Lusatian Motherland Journal"] 11 . Kolberg's volume on Lusatia is made up of three parts. The first one contains Kolberg's translations into the Polish language and excerpts from the collection of Smoler and Haupt, already mentioned above. Kolberg translated an extensive description of wedding rituals and copied the accompanying songs (with the lyrics left in the original Sorbian language 12 ), and also translated fragments of other chapters on customs and rituals.
The second part includes Lusatian materials from the collection of Andrzej Kucharski, who in the years 1826-1827 studied the history, literature and language of Lusatians. From his manuscripts, today considered lost, Kolberg included in his publication 253 Sorbian songs (some of them with melodies), mostly from Lower Lusatia, as well as notes on the language. The third part contains his own scarce lexical and bibliographical notes, on which I will not concentrate further in this paper.
11 The same journal later featured more texts on the topic, such as for example a series of monographs on the Lusatian traditional song by Bjarnat Krawc (1861 Krawc ( -1948 or works by Michał Hórnik (1833-1894) and Matej Handrik-Slepjanski (1864 -1946 ). In 1931 and 1953 Edmund Schneeweis (1886 -1964 published his work Feste und Volksbräuche der Sorben, documenting the rituals and customs of the family and annual cycles of the Sorbs. Another publication, highly valuable due to its dimensions, the effort devoted to field studies and wealth of the previously untapped sources and information, is Sorbische Volksmusikanten und Musikinstrumente (1963) by Jan Rawp (1928 Rawp ( -2007 . A Czech author, Josef Režný (1924 Režný ( -2012 , wrote a very significant publication titled Der sorbische Dudelsack (1993), which initiated the reintroduction of bagpipe playing among Lusatians. Režný was the first researcher to present the Lusatian bagpipe in the international context, comparing it, among others, to Polish and Czech bagpipes. Currently the annual Lětopis plays the role of the main promoter of contemporary research on the traditional music of the Sorbs, and among the most active musicologists and ethnomusicologists currently working on the musical culture of the Lusatians one should list, among others, Detlev Kobjely, Juro Mětšk, Měrk Šołty, Rosemary Statelova and Theresa Jacobs.
12 Text deciphered from the manuscript by Frido Michałk, a Lusatian, researcher of Slavic and Sorbian cultures.
In the preface, three publishers attempt to define precisely the authorship of these sources, re-create the chronology of their appearance, and, in relation to the manuscripts from Kucharski's archives, also deal with the linguistic side of these writings.
Kolberg's collection of Sorbian melodies, comprising only 61 tunes, consist of copies from third-party sources and is rather haphazard. This is probably caused by the fact that Kolberg had no contact with the Lusatian people. Kolberg never did any research in Lusatia itself, so he did not document any of the local repertoire personally. Bogusław Linette claims in the introduction to the volume that it may be compared in character to Kolberg's monograph on Silesia, which he did not visit either, "and the musical materials obtained from thirdparty sources are strikingly limited in scope"
13 . One could assume that the first part of the volume -the materials copied by Kolberg from Smoler's collection -would not make any substantial contribution to the pool of knowledge about Lusatian traditional music, as it is just a reissue of materials from an already existing, much more extensive work. However, Kolberg, unlike Smoler, presented the Lusatian wedding in a very detailed and vivid manner, combining the descriptions of wedding traditions and customs (although he unintentionally confused the sequence of segments) with musical examples (in accordance with Smoler's footnotes and his own resources). Moreover, Kolberg merged the description of Upper Lusatian and Lower Lusatian weddings, commenting that Slavic tribes in their customs and traditions "show great conformity. Therefore, the more such conformity must be observed between the wedding rituals of North and South Lusatia."
14
. A completely new way of ordering material by Kolberg allows the reader to look at the collection from a different perspective. Apart from the reconstruction of the typological model of a Lusatian wedding, Kolberg managed to distinguish those moments of the wedding which differ according to the Northern and Southern traditions. Under the title "Other Fragments", the publishers of the volume included excerpts from Kolberg which are not related to the wedding. The description of the Sorbian dance, included there, is interesting from today's point of view. Smoler claims that Lusatians have only one "national" dance, which is danced to all melodies published in his volume and marked as "tempo di menuetto, polacca i serbski" . Probably in Smoler's times the described dance had the most distinguishable choreography or was danced at the most important moment of the Sorbian family cycle, which would explain why this individual dance was described 18 . The second part of the volume contains materials collected personally by Kucharski among Sorbs in the years 1826-27. Some of the sources are probably older -this concerns materials presented to the Kucharski by Lusatian academicians or musicians. The repertoire is therefore several years older than the one collected by Smoler. Kucharski studied the Sorbian language for half a year in Prague, after which he finally arrived in Dresden in 1826. For a time, he also stayed in Bautzen, Zgorzelec (Görlitz), Bad Muskau, Spremberg, Cottbus, Lubin, Berlin and Leipzig. He was primarily interested in the history, writings and language of the Lusatians and devoted most of his time to these issues, perusing written sources in libraries, establishing contacts with local intelligentsia and honing his language skills. Only then did he concentrate on the oral, also musical, tradition, which he introduced in the following way:
However, the most beautiful monument of the language, literature and ancient history of the Sorbs are the songs of the people. I found a very small number of them collected by the locals; I compiled an incomparably bigger collection myself, seeing that the time to record them may soon be gone; writing them down with melodies of various regions of this Sorbian land -and I do not regret the time devoted to this activity. Almost all of them are erotic in nature. The prettier of them will soon be printed in the 4 th volume of the Slavic songs collection by Czelakowski, published in Prague 19 .
15 Haupt, L., Smoler, J.A. (1996) . Pěsnički hornich a delnich Łužiskich Serbow. Volkslieder der Sorben in der Ober-und Niederlausitz (3 rd ed.). Budyšin: LND, p. 218.
16 O. Kolberg, (1985) . Materiały do etnografii Słowian zachodnich i południowych. Łużyce, pp. 220-221. Kolberg, (1985) . Materiały do etnografii Słowian zachodnich i południowych. Łużyce, p. XIV.
Unfortunately, the publication of the Sorbian songs and of Kucharski's work on the language mentioned in this passage -was never accomplished. Also the vast academic work planned by him as a result of his five-year trip around the Slavic lands, in which the Lusatian theme was to be a prominent one, was never published.
What he did publish was just a few minor articles, while his other research results remained in the form of notes, letters and a collection of works of art bought abroad. As Agata Skrukwa points out, the fate of Kucharski's archive is unknown. At some point it was deemed lost 20 . Only in the 1980s were some parts of his collection found among the manuscripts left by Oskar Kolberg. Until now there is no information about any contacts between Kolberg and Kucharski. It is unknown whether Kolberg received or bought the materials from him or from his heirs. The material consists of 19 manuscripts. Only four of them are probably authored by Kucharski. The remaining ones are from an unknown source. Only in the case of two manuscripts, which were presented to Kucharski during his travels, we can be sure of their authorship. The first one consists of two sheets of paper with a text by a Lusatian writer and teacher, Dawid Boguwěr Głowan (Dawid Kopf ), while the second one is a single sheet of paper with the text of an Upper Lusatian song, signed by Jan Bohuchwała Dejka, the first Lusatian journalist.
We may safely assume that some of the materials are copies of manuscripts kept in the libraries or the archive of the Upper Sorbian Scientific Society, which Kucharski visited. An interesting case is the manuscript which once belonged to Karl Gottlob Anton, and was also used by Smoler several years later. The use of the same, older manuscripts would explain the fact that the majority of songs appear both in Kucharski's and Smoler's collections, the fact that was noted also by Kolberg, who supplemented Kucharski's materials with references to Smoler's collection. The comparison of Kucharski's texts with the texts of songs marked as "z Antona" [from Anton] in Smoler's collection does not allow to draw firm conclusions 21 . Some texts in Kucharski's work are not identical with the notes of Smoler; there are only more or less close variants, some of which overlap, although there are differences in orthography. Therefore it is quite possible that the convergence of texts from Kucharski's archive with the collection of Anton, and with the later notes of Smoler, only confirms the ubiquity of the repertoire and its durability over the span of several decades.
The remaining legacy of Kucharski includes, above all, the texts of songs, only some of them accompanied by melodies (Kucharski most probably could not write staff notation 22 , the melodies could have been given to him in Lusatia or later sent to him from there); for this reason a very special manuscript, deserving a closer look, is the hitherto unknown record of seven Lusatian dances, titled "Wendische Täntze". It uses an instrumental notation, probably meant for a violin. The autograph seems to be a fair copy and was most likely prepared by a professional musician. Stylistically, the dances belong to the 19 th -century 23 Upper Lusatian repertoire that was performed in the area of Budziszyn (Bautzen) and Kamieniec (sorb.: Kamjenc, Ger: Kamenz). Jan Rawp believes that these dances might be a fragment of the Spielbuch of some Lusatian folk musician, which would mean that the manuscript would represent the oldest traditions of the Sorbian music included in Kucharski's materials 24 . Also further written records of songs seem to have originated from folk musician songbooks (for example Nos. 96, 105 and 106). These melodies end at the lower octave of the penultimate tone, pointing to the stylistic feature of the folk fiddle playing of the time in Lusatia. Also some ornaments in melodies point to instrumental notations (Nos. 100-104). Therefore, this manuscript does not reflect the practice of singing, which must have been much simpler, and this fact has to be taken into account while reconstructing the music 25 'wachu, no. 312) .
The collection of Kucharski, published in Kolberg's volume, provides us with unknown and otherwise already inaccessible materials from the research of the Polish Slavic culture expert on the traditional music of Lusatia. A collection of high value -it is the second biggest collection and the third oldest in the sequence of the already known collections of Lusatian traditional music, after the songbook of Kral the Fiddler -Kralowy huslerski spěwnik (c. 1770) and the collection of J. Hórčanski, published several years later (1782). The collection allows us to look at the state of traditional musical culture of Smoler's time and is also a proof that already in those times there were many Sorbs interested in collecting folk materials. Apart from teachers and priests, the collection of Kucharski mentions also the first Lusatian journalist, Jan Bohuchwal Dejka. The songs collected by Kucharski are in large part identical or are variants of songs which had already been published earlier (predominantly by Smoler). Notated melodies differ partly from other known collections, but the archive of Kucharski also contains motifs not encountered earlier in any of the sources. Kucharski's collection is therefore a very valuable document, as it documents the status of Sorbian traditional song several years prior to Smoler's Pěsnički collection.
Finally coming back for a while to the first part of the volume, it may be said that from the point of view of Lusatian readers Kolberg "only" repeated the material once already published by Smoler, although, as I mentioned earlier, his treatment of the material was descriptive and syncretic. However, the importance of this volume to Polish readers is much more profound. Firstly, because it gives Poles access to Smoler's materials, which are scarcely available in libraries. Secondly, Kolberg translated a large part of descriptions of the wedding customs and traditions into the Polish language, which facilitates the study the Sorbian musical tradition by Polish readers. 
